• Call to Order
• Minutes
  o Motion to Approve Minutes: Erica
    ▪ Second: Quinn
    ▪ Result: 21 – 0 – 0
• Budgets
  o Badminton Club: Need new birdies.
  o Ephlats: Looking for money for a trip. Allocating some of their other money towards that trip.
  o Springstreeters: Looking for retroactive funding.
  o Motion to Approve Badminton Club and Ephlats: Kate
    ▪ Second:
    ▪ Result: 21 – 0 – 0
  o Motion to Allocate $0 to Springstreeters: Kate
    ▪ Second: Jake
    ▪ Jake: Trying to set a precedent. Important that we show that this is not okay.
      ▪ Adrian: Yeah, we have a precedent of not retroactively funding.
    ▪ Motion to Vote to Vote: Jess
      ▪ Second:
      ▪ Result: 5 – 15 – 1
      ▪ Jesus: Before Springstreeters went on trip, they approached me and asked what to do and I told them what to do based on the bylaws. So they did know what they had to do.
      ▪ Lucas: Feel like we give retroactive funding to other groups, so we shouldn’t punish the Streeters.
        o Kate: We only really do that in special circumstances. Either when people don’t have the ability to be responsible for their actions or when having to pay would severely punish the entire group for the actions of one student.
          ▪ Teddy: Feel like the new treasurer for the Streeters may not have known.
      ▪ Motion to Vote to Allocate $0 with a Divided Council: Victoria
        ▪ Result: 11 – 9 – 0
• Task Forces
  o Buses: Not really make any progress right now. Try again next year.
    ▪ Jess: Maybe we could support with rollover.
  o Student Store:
- Lucas: Students have trouble finding a place to purchase basic necessities. Also Williams apparel is very expensive. What can CC do to address it.
  - The Successes: Looking at different colleges. Talking with Goodrich. Every other NESCAC school does this better than we do (Wesleyan is very successful particularly). Emily has proposal for free Williams t-shirt. We’ve also contacted interested students who are already working on this. Administrative support.
  - The Obstacles: Diversity of visions for store. Lack of clear location. Succession planning.
  - Going forward: Move forward with this project.
- Ellen: Being talked about with Bookstore committee right now. Talking about incorporating apparel. Maybe distancing self from Goff’s.
- Visit from Dining Services
  - Erica and Jake: Strong negative reaction to loss of Brunch at Paresky. Students demonstrating they don’t like it by going to the different dining halls.
  - Straw Poll:
    - Back to what we had: 21
    - Keep the new system: 0
  - Abby: Dining halls looking at a new cereal provider called Mom’s Best Cereal. Has no artificial preservatives. Would also save $30,000 a year. Want to have a cereal tasting with CC.
  - Lucas: What is the possibility of having dish disposal units at other places?
    - Abby: Remember talking about it. I’ll check.
    - Adrian: If you want more places, email Bob.
  - Quinn: What happened to Taco Tuesday?
    - Abby: One time thing. Recreation of the meal that won dining services a composition. Taco Tuesday will return.
  - Jake: Driscoll is running out of meat.
  - Ali: Can we update when dining halls are closed for campus events?
    - Abby: Yeah technical issue.
  - Matt: Can we get different types of milk in Resky?
    - Abby: Yup, in the works.
  - Quinn: Can we work on having more trays in Paresky?
    - Abby: Yup.
  - Erica: Having dining halls open more often?
    - Adrian: Money issue.
      - Lucas: Maybe we can use the money we get from switching cereals to do that.
o Ali: Submitted a dining services proposal a while back. Having a fancy
dining option on campus.
o Matt: Any idea to doing document of what are and are not possibilities
for dining at Williams? So we don’t have to go through the same ideas
each year if they aren’t possible.

- Bylaws Change:
  o **Motion to Amend Bylaw Regarding Attendance to Reflect Constitution:**
    Kate
    - **Second:** April
    - **Result:** 18 – 1 – 1

- Entertainment Cosponsorship Fund
  o Max: Created by CC this time last year. We have different types of
    oversight. We must approve the money we give each year, and we must
    review it after it has been in existence for 3 years.
  o Emily D: Review of finances. Have $35,000. $10,000 from us. Only funded
    10 things this year. Have $30,000 left. This money should ideally be
    spent.
    - Lucas: What is relationship between ECom, CC, and ACE.
      - Emily D: ECom autonomous of both. CC just funds and has
        VP of Student Affairs on board. ACE helps with
        programming.
          o Adrian: We did this because people were coming to
            CC for programming, which wasn’t really our job.
            We wanted to centralize the funding source on
            campus.
    - Kate: Has ECom been turning away a lot of things?
      - Emily D: Not really. Only two.
        o Kate: Feel like a lack of understanding about what
          Ecom will fund.
    - Kate: Are we channeling ECom type requests that come to Fincom
to Ecom?
      - Emily D: Yes
    - Kate: What is going to happen to the extra money at the end of
      the year?
      - Emily D: Proportionally give it back to the people who
        contributed it.
    - Quinn: Should look at EComs relation to ACE. ACE may not be
      offering up the current logistical support that is intended.
    - April: Seems to be a symptom of a larger problem relating to
      programming, not the channels through which money is
      distributed.
• Erica: Can confirm less programming this year – from Office of Student Life. Lot of people don’t realize how easy it is to plan an event.
  o Adrian: Maybe the larger issue is how hard it is to plan an event.
  o Emily D: Maybe also the decrease in neighborhood programming.
• Matt: Not as concerned about people not sending funding requests to the right place, because they’ll get to ECom in the end. More worried about people not looking to do programming.
  ▪ Teddy: Can we update the supplemental funding form to make it clearer where you should go for money?
  ▪ Kate: Can we look at structural changes that will make it easier to have events? Maybe we can do a PR campaign?
  ▪ Max: Risky of OSL decides that they don’t want to fund as much next year. We should make sure that we show support during the time this is getting sorted out.
  ▪ Matt: Can ACE go to ECom? Because I know that we cut a lot of their stuff.
    • Emily D: Tough. Some on ACE feel awkward.
      o Jake: But maybe we should focus on what is being sent where, so that all money is efficiently used.
  ▪ Teddy: Information issue that is being worked on. Also maybe there should be a separate treasurer for Ecom?